Purchase
Order
Management

Start
Your Supply
Chain
Strong

Transportation,
Done Your Way

Your
supply chain starts with
your purchase orders – and now
your supply chain visibility can, too.
Go beyond track and trace with AGL PO
Management to gain next-level control from
the moment orders are created. Powered by
our purpose-built platform and hands-on
service, AGL PO Management sets the pace for
supply chain optimization. Create orders,
manage vendors securely, move goods
seamlessly and get powerful analytics
to run a more efficient,
cost-effective supply
chain.

DataDriven
Decisions

Spend
Your
Time
Wisely

Once your goods are ready to ship, we’ll work
with your carriers directly – no matter who they
are. As a carrier- and mode-neutral partner,
AGL minimizes implementation hassles
A customized
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dashboard offers
and cost-efficiently as possible.
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Still reviewing every
purchase order for
accuracy? Then you’re
can uncover new ways
about to have a lot more
to trim costs, improve
time on your hands. With
efficiency and run
your business rules and
a more nimble
requirements at the forefront,
supply chain.
our platform features
intelligent alerts and escalations
that let you focus only on the
orders that need attention.

Integration
with AGL Cloud
Business
Analytics
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All
Together
Now
Every order.
Every supplier.
All in one place.
Whether you work
with one vendor or
dozens, AGL PO
Management makes
managing them
simpler and more
secure. User-based
permission levels
eliminate worries about
sensitive information
getting into the wrong
hands (or the wrong hands
impacting your shipments).
And with the AGL Cloud
powering all of our services,
teams around the globe can
stay up to date, at any time
and from any place.

Track &
Trace
Change
Management

Purchase
Order
Creation

